Communication and Development Lead | part-time

EqualHealth is seeking a communication and development lead to amplify our work, imagine and execute a unified identity and communication plan, and connect us with funders who share our commitment to building critical consciousness and collective action globally in pursuit of health equity for all. Working between 12-15 hours each week, the coordinator will elevate our communications infrastructure, social media presence and also research, expand and sustain funding opportunities for EqualHealth.

About Equal Health

EqualHealth is a global community of health professionals, educators, and activists dedicated to the fight for health equity which transcends borders. We prepare health professionals to recognize the structural and social determinants of health and to engage in thoughtful, coordinated activism that addresses the root causes of poor health. Collectively, we are building a global movement of social medicine educators and practitioners who tackle health inequity in their institutions and in broader society. EqualHealth functions on the ground in Haiti with our sister foundation and runs administration and program operations in Minneapolis, MN, Boston, MA and virtually. We are a small but mighty group of colleagues and volunteers deeply dedicated to our mission.

What you will do:

- Develop and maintain social media identity and communication plan across multiple channels and programs working in collaboration with program leadership.

- Provide comms guidance and support comms for our programs.

- Develop annual impact report and communications.

- Unify our various programs and initiatives by collaborating with content experts on our team and helping us tell our story.

- Support donor research, grant writing, funder relationships and creative resource development.

- Envision and execute annual fundraising events and mid-year mini-events and bold ideas to share and sustain EqualHealth.

- Expand our vision for communications and development.

How to prepare for the role:

- Experience developing dynamic web-sites and web communication. (please share links).

- Facility with Squarespace, Mailchimp, and of course tw, insta & fb.

- Super communication skills and demonstrated excellence in synthesizing program work into compelling well-written and edited stories.

- Experience in anti-racism, social justice, or health equity work.

- College degree or equivalent experience and demonstrated success.

Send letter of interest, resume and links to your most creative work by 8/6/21 to info@equalhealth.org